PSC Positive
Impact Program
2019 Media Kit

Welcome to the
PSC Positive Impact Program
Media Kit!
This Positive Impact Program Media Kit is intended to equip
participating companies with messaging, images, and logos so that
this community may cohesively expand awareness of this program to
retailers, consumers, and other brands & suppliers.
As a newly relaunched program, our goal is to be recognizable and
impactful with each step we take. It’s important that these guidelines
ensure consistency, yet be flexible enough to fallow for your own
voice.
Our brand conveys who we are and what we stand for in a variety of
ways and messages: our visual representation, language, values and
how we express our values.
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GETTING STARTED
Our Positive Impact Program Media
Kit contains everything you’ll need
to share your impact with two
primary audiences: retailers and
consumers. The included creative
assets are available for you to:
• Post on social media
• Send out email blasts
• Communicate in real time with

your community
• Educate staff about your PSC
Positive Impact Involvement
• Leverage your sustainability
advancements in discussions at
trade shows and exclusive
community events
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
In a world where companies
are held to higher environmental
and social impact standards,
the PSC Positive Impact Program is the only
accreditation program in the pet industry
enabling sustainably-focused businesses to
measure, verify and celebrate
their positive impact in the communities and
environments where they do business.
PSC’s mission is to advance business
through environmental and social practices.
Our vision is that the pet industry will be a
positive force for the environment and
communities where we do business.
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PROGRAM PERSONALITY
IMPACT FOCUSED
Our program makes real change by turning theoretical
sustainability concepts into emotionally compelling and
meaningful stories based on our Positive Impact
community’s advancements for pets, people + planet.
Through our required 3rd party performance
assessment, we underscore the need for measurable
change, widespread transparency and consistent
accountability.

OPTIMISTIC
As a beacon for the pet industry, our community takes
action and collaboration in order to drive positive
impact for pets, people + planet. As a strong catalyst for
business, we are also incredibly inspired and motivated
by our community’s impact in action as well as
achieving both top-line and bottom-line improvement
year-after-year.
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COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
STEP 1 Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.
STEP 2 Update your internal marketing contact specifically for
the Positive Impact Program, here.
STEP 3 Announce the Positive Impact Program participation
within your company with our customizable newsletter
available in our media kit downloads!
STEP 4 Integrate the PSC Positive Impact logo into your
company’s website, e-mail signature, and digital branding with
a short summary of your sustainable journey.
STEP 5 Empower PSC’s team to amplify your environmental
and social achievements by emailing updates and progress to:
Andrea Czobor at andrea@petsustainability.org
STEP 6 Maximize the resources in this media kit by posting
once a month about your Positive Impact for pets, people +
planet - don’t forget to tag us and use our hashtags!
@petsustainability #petspeopleplanet #impactinaction
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SOCIAL MEDIA VOICE
It wouldn’t be recognition without social
media! All Positive Impact Program posts
should embody our collective optimistic
and empowered impact-focused
personality.
With the commitment to post at least once
a month, our Positive Impact community
social media power is enormous! As a
team, we can exponentially spread our
movement throughout the industry and use
our platforms for good!

Facebook

LinkedIn

Instagram

*Click each icon to follow us!
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SAMPLE SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
“Come visit us at *trade show booth *#0001 to explore
our accredited @petsustainability impact-focused
sustainability program! We’ve got lots to tell you about
how our collaborative community is making positive
impact for profit, pets, people + planet!”
“What do Positive Impact Brands like ours have in
common? Impact in action! We’ve completed an
environmental and social impact performance
assessment and are committed to annual
improvement. Learn more about our sustainability
commitment *here.”
“80% of consumers expect business to address
environmental and social impact. As a PSC Positive
Impact Program participant, we celebrate our
dedication to meeting consumer demands on behalf
of pets, people + planet!”
*Customize to specific trade show, booth number, or media link
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RETAILER TALKING POINTS
The Pet Sustainability Positive Impact Community is leading the way
toward a thriving and collaborative pet industry that creates positive
impact for the communities and environments where we do business.
All participating companies actively measure, verify and improve their
environmental and social impact.
BY THE NUMBERS
The market is shifting: 78 percent of Americans believe it is no longer
acceptable for companies to just make money. Nearly 90 percent of
Americans think businesses should value people and planet as much
as profit, and should demonstrate that their corporate actions are in
alignment with their stated purpose.
Sustainability focused consumers are loyal: Research shows
consumers are more willing to try new products from purpose-driven
companies that they already support.
The percentage of consumers who said they chose their pet retailer
based on its involvement in giving back to social and environmental
causes is on the rise.
Recommended read: “Americans More Loyal And Willing To Defend
Purpose-Driven Brands, According To New Research By Cone“
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A PART OF THE PSC POSITIVE IMPACT PROGRAM?
We are among a community of collaborative industry leaders actively
measuring, improving and celebrating our environmental and social impact!
Our efforts are measured through a globally-recognized performance
assessment and through accreditation, we have earned our spot as a
program participant.
IS THERE PROOF THAT CONSUMERS CARE ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY?
80% of consumers expect business to address global environmental and
social issues and they are willing to pay for it! We are working to measure
what matters so that we can help retailers give the customers what they want!
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS TO BRANDS AND SUPPLIERS PARTICIPATING IN THIS
PROGRAM?
PSC provides education, tools and resources to help set a successful course
for everyone’s sustainability program. For companies who verify and reach
the highest standards of performance, they can access exclusive marketing
and communications benefits to engage retailers and consumers.
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SOCIAL
GRAPHICS
Use our three
versatile social
media graphics to
share your
participation year
round on all your
social media
platforms,
website and
communications!
Download these
graphics here!
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BRAND VISUAL IDENTITY

PSC Blue
#4967aa
20% or #6d85bb

Primary Font: VAG Rundschrift D

PSC Green
#a8ad00
20% or #cbce66

Secondary Font: Proxima Nova

PSC Orange
#ee7f4b
20% or #f1996f

Accent Font: VAG Rundschrift D Light
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LOGO USAGE GUIDELINES
To preserve the integrity of our logo, only use the
configurations and colors specified in these guidelines.
PET SUSTAINABILITY

Do not create new configurations, make edits or use
new colors. Be mindful of how the logo appears on
backgrounds and place logo to maximize contrast.

positive impact for pets, people + planet

Note that our logos and branding are not permitted for
use on product packaging. We are not an official
certification seal.
We encourage our participants to use our PSC and
Positive Impact logo on their websites, marketing
material, social media, internal documents and
graphics!*
*If you have any questions about usage, please send
andrea@petsustainability.org an email.

West Paw Website Example
Mock Social Media Example
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